Our Graduates and Students

“I went through it the hard way, beginning in Perth with a few subjects, then transferring to a club in Malaysia, where I did some distance learning subjects with another University…

One of the main reasons I moved to Singapore was to continue my studies through UWA, because graduating though a prestigious MBA programme was very important to me.

Without the help and understanding from the GSM, I wouldn’t be able to juggle my profession as a soccer player together with my studies.”

Paul James Roberts, Teacher, Australian International School  (Recipient of Director’s Letter for Academic Excellence when he graduated in October 2004)
“My UWA Studies provided me with a broad overview of business management and helped me understand better the problem faced by management today.”

Ms Elaine Lim, Key Facilitator, ASEAN

“A combination of dedicated academia, applied learning, academic rigor and uncompromising syllabus makes the UWA MBA programme a notch above the rest.”

Mr Jonathan Chan, Lecturer, Temasek Polytechnic
“The content is both relevant and challenging. Having started the programme at UWA Perth before moving to Singapore, I can say the delivery of the subjects is on par with the units I did in Australia.”

Mr Brendan O’Reilly
Regional Director - Asia Pacific, QAS
UWA MBA is able to spur our students to higher levels of thinking and execution - in creating opportunities and solving problems in many aspects of life.

The course content, the interaction with quality lecturers, tutors and students from many various countries, and the Alumni activities provide exceptional value well beyond what most MBAs usually offer.”

Jeffrey Chang, GM, Singapore Operations of Forever Living Products

(Recipient of Director’s Letter for Academic Excellence October 2004)
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Visit our Singapore Campus -
(PSB Academy)